On Thursday, Vice President Biden gave a speech about our nuclear weapons policy. Securing nuclear material around the world, keeping nuclear weapons out of the hands of terrorists, preventing proliferation to non-nuclear weapons states and ratifying important international treaties are all welcome, if obvious, steps in the right direction for world security.

Yet, a $7 billion dollar budget request for the US nuclear weapons complex for Fiscal Year 2011, $624 million greater than 2010, represents a step in the wrong direction. It would be hard for some to reconcile this increase with the administrations “commitment to arms reduction,” Biden said.

Well, I am among the “some” because new nuclear weapons plants and enhanced nuclear bombs are not my vision for arms reduction. Moreover, the Fiscal Year 2011 budget request decreases funding for weapon dismantlement, another step backward from real disarmament.

The nuclear weapons budget was already greater than at any time during the Cold War, even adjusted for inflation. Still, Biden said the “neglected” weapons laboratories deserve increased funding for their years of service. He failed to mention, however, repeated findings of mismanagement, illegal accounting, and gross over-budgeting that are all-too-common at the labs.

One step forward, two steps back.
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